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Introduction and definitions

Associated with a real-valued point function everywhere finite is the set-

valued function

E(a) = E[f(x) > a].

The function E(a) in turn determines/(x) :

f(x) = sup E[x E: E(a)].
a

A necessary and sufficient set of conditions that a function, E(a), from real

numbers to subsets of a set S, be associated, as above, with a real-valued point

function everywhere finite is

1. E(a) I as a 1 ;

2. S-T-i£(-«) = 5,IIn=i£W=0;
3. X)»°^-i E(a+l/n) =E(a) for every a.

It is possible, therefore, to consider/(x) and E(a) as different aspects of

the same function, one more natural for algebraic combinations of functions,

and the other receiving emphasis in a theory of integration. However, one

may restrict oneself entirely to the second aspect. For example, if

A(a) = E[f(x) >«],

B(a) = E[g(x) > a],

C(a) = E[f(x) + g(x) > a],

then

C(*) = ZU[A(ß),B(a-ß)]
ß

where the summation is formed with respect to any dense set of real num-

bers ß.

This fact frees us altogether from the point aspect of functions and en-

ables us to extend our attention to functions whose values are elements of a

Boolean algebra and which cannot in general be regarded as point functions.

If there is a measure function we may have "almost everywhere" instead of
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"everywhere" finite, and consider the new Boolean algebra of equivalence

classes of elements differing by elements of measure zero.

Chapters one and two deal with algebraic manipulations of functions and

extensions of partially ordered linear spaces with element 1 as defined by

Freudenthal [l]0). It is proved that any such space can be extended to a

partially ordered space of the same type which is also a ring, the multiplica-

tive unit of which is the element 1. Spaces analogous to the space M of

bounded measurable functions and, in the case of a measure on the Boolean

algebra, to the Lebesgue Lp spaces are treated in Chapters three and four. In

Chapter five the notions of absolute continuity, indefinite integral, and de-

rivative are studied. It is shown that in terms of these concepts the Nikodym

theorem (cf. Saks [2, chap. 1, §14]) concerning absolutely continuous func-

tions is again available. Chapter six contains remarks on conjugate spaces,

regularity for a partially ordered linear space as defined by Kantorovitch [3],

and spaces of the type defined by Orlicz [4].

Spaces of functions based on a Boolean algebra have been considered from

a different approach by Carathéodory [5]. The present paper rests particu-

larly on the work of Kantorovitch [3] and Freudenthal [l].

Terminology will be in large part that used by Birkhoff in his Lattice

Theory [8]. Definitions given there will not be repeated here. The symbols

V and A will be used to represent the "sup" and "inf," respectively, of a col-

lection of elements of a lattice. The notation of Kantorovitch, a~=\J ( — a, 0),

where a is an element of a vector lattice, will be retained. A vector lattice will

also be called a if-space (Kantorovitch space). If a vector lattice has an ele-

ment 1, that is, an element 1 >0 with the property that

A (a, 1) = 0+-O = 0,

it will also be called an F-space (Freudenthai space). Real numbers will in

general be denoted by Greek letters, integers generally by m, n. The letters,

p, q will also on occasion be used for real numbers, generally ^ 1. Latin letters

will generally be reserved for elements of a lattice. We shall frequently write

/(J;) to mean the function /(£) itself rather than its value at a point £. It will

be also convenient to denote the function by the single letter/ if there is no

danger of confusion.

Throughout this paper the following fact holds. If the Boolean algebra

under consideration is an algebra of point sets (cf. Stone [6], Wecken [7]),

the theory reduces to the classical case.

I. The space ß

Notation. Let B be a a-complete Boolean algebra. Denote by £2 the set of all

functions, j"(a), from real numbers to elements of B, satisfying the conditions:

(') Numbers in brackets indicate references at the end of the paper.
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1.    f(a) I as a |,

2a.  V«/(«) = l,

2b.  Aaf(a)=0,
3.     Vß>af(ß) =f(a) for every a.

Remark. Because of the monotoneity condition 1, all V and A indicated

exist.

With proper definitions of ordering, addition, and multiplication by real

numbers, the set Í2 can be regarded as a cr-complete F-space. The symbol Í2

will be used to designate this space as well as the set of its elements. We shall

now define and discuss the operations in the space £2.

1. Ordering. We state the following definition.

Definition. ///(?) and g(£) are elements of Q, we define/(£) ^g(0 to mean

that /(£) ^g(0 for every £, /(Ç) = g(i) to mean that /(£) = g(£) for every £, and

M)<g(t) to mean that/(?) = g(0, ft«//«)^««).

Remark. Under this definition, fi becomes a partially ordered set.

Theorem 1.1. 7//„, gGû/n^g, thenf=\Jnfn exists and

f(Q - V/.(0.
n

#/n, g G ß, /n ^ g, ¿Aew / = A «/» exis/s awd

/(Ö = VA/.(f + l/»i).
m=l   n

■if/i. ■ ■ • ,/»£ß, <Äew Ä = V(/i, ■ • ■ ,/n) andf=A(fu ■•-,/«) exisí and

AÖ = A(A(& •••,/.(©)•
Proof is omitted.

2. Addition. We state the following definition.

Definition. 7/ /(£) ana g(£) are elements of fi, we define their sum.

Kt) =/(0+&(0 '° ¿>« the function

h(& = V A [/(«, «(€-«],

where the "sup" is formed with respect to any countable dense set of real num-

bers ß.

To speak of addition as thus defined we must show that the values of A(Ç)

are independent of the dense set chosen and that the function so defined be-

longs to 0. Let us first observe that due to the normalization condition 3 a

function in Q is completely determined if its values over a dense set of real

numbers are known. We state two lemmas:
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Lemma 1. If a„ | and bn | are two increasing sequences of elements of B,

then

VA = («», b„)  =  A (Vom, Vbn),
n m n

Proof is omitted.

Lemma 2. If h=f-\-g, as defined above, then for any | the value A(£) is inde-

pendent of the choice of the dense set ß.

To verify this it will be sufficient to show that for any p

V A L/(j8), g(S-B)]*A U(P), *« - p)].
ß

The left-hand side is greater than or equal to

V A [f(ß), g« - B)] = V A [f(ß), g(t - p)},
ß>p ß>p

which by the distributive law for B is equal to

A [VM, g(H - p)] - A [/(p), gtt - p)].

Theorem 1.2. If f and gGß, ¿Äe« ft=/+gG£2.

Proof. We shall verify the second of the three conditions.

Ad 2a: Form the sum with respect to a dense set {p}. Then

VV A [f(p), |(-»-p)] = VVA [/(p), g(- « - p)]
n      p p       n

= V [A [/(p), Vf(-*-p)]]
p n

= V [A \f(p), 1]] = 1.
Ad 2b : We have p

A VA [f(p), g(n - p)}

= A V [V A [f(p), g(2n - p)\, V A f/(p), g(2n - p)]]
n

p>n p<n

ÍAVlVA [/(«), 1], V A [1, g(n)]] = A V [/(«), g(n)].

Because of the monotoneity of /(£) and g(£) we can apply Lemma 1. The last

expression above is therefore equal to zero.

Theorem 1.3. Addition is commutative.

Proof is omitted.

Theorem 1.4. Addition is associative.

Proof is based on the associative and distributive laws for B.
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3. Multiplication by real numbers. We give first a definition.

Definition. If a>0, g = af is the function

g(& = /(*/«)•

The function g = —/ is given by

g(& = 1 - A f(p) = 1 - A/(- f - 1/«).
*<-{ n=l

The function g = 0 = 0/ is given by

(1, £ < 0,

Ifa<0, g=af is the function — [( — a)f].

There is no difficulty in showing in each case that the defined function

belongs to ß.

Theorem 1.5. 1. a(ßf) = (aß)f, 2. (a+ß)f = af+ßf, 3. a(f+g) =af+ag,for
all real numbers, a, ß, and for any elements f, g of Q,.

Proof. Ad 1 : The following statements, from which the general form fol-

lows, are easily proved :

(1) -(-/)=/■
(2) -(af) =«(-/), if a >0,

(3) 1-/=/,

(4) (-1)/=-/,
(5) -(0)=0, where 0 = 0(0,
(6) a(0(O) =0(0 for every a,

(7) a(ßf) = (aß)f, if a = 0, or if ß = 0,

(8) aC8/) = (aj3)/,ifa>0,and/3>0.
Ad 2 : Proof involves such preliminaries as showing that/+0 =/ and that

/+(—/) =0, for any/. The only one involving any difficulty is the proof that

/+(—/) =0. For any real number £

[/+ (-/)]© = V A [1 - A m,m - p)].
p 0<-p

If £^0, there is no difficulty in showing that this expression is equal to zero.

Now let us assume that £<0, and show that the above expression is equal to 1.

We know that it is greater than or equal to

VA [1 -/«/2-p),/(f-p)].p

Setting 2a = — £, a>0, and letting p run over the infinite range of values na,

for all integers n (we can add these values to the dense set of p without alter-
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ing the supremum), we see that the expression above is greater than or equal

to

V I • • ■ A [/(- na), 1 - /(- (« - 1)«)],

A [/(- a), 1 - /(O)], A [/(0), 1 - f(a)J, -.. ]

= V V [A [/(- na), 1 - /(- (« - 1)«)],

A [f((n - l)a), 1 - f(na)]].

Iterating   the   relation   V[A(a,   1— b),   A(b,   1—c)] = A(o,   1— c),   where

a^J^c, we obtain the result that the last expression above is equal to

V A [/(- na), 1 - /(««)] = A [V/(- na), 1 - Afina)] = A (1, 1) = 1.
n n n

Ad 3 : Proof is not difficult.

This completes the proof of Theorem 1.5.

It follows immediately from the definition of ordering that a necessary and

sufficient condition that an element /(£) of ß be =0 is that/(£) = l for £<0.

It is now easily proved that if/>0, g>0, a>0, then/-(-g>0, af>0. Further-

more, if/Gß» then/+G ß- It is given by

i   1,    ? < 0,
/+(Ö - Í
J l/tt). £ è o.

Theorem 1.6. The space ß is a a-complete F-space.

Proof. We have only to show that there exists an element lGß- Such an

element is the function

(1, Í<1,
KO

il, £< 1,

: to, i £ 1.

Corresponding to any element a of B we define the function a(£):

A,   Î < o,

o(ö - <«, o á * < i,

'o, i = i

If a is the element 0 or 1 of the Boolean algebra, the corresponding function

is the element 0 or 1, previously defined, of the space Q. In case there is no

danger of confusion, we shall use a to denote the function itself. We shall

borrow a term from real variable theory and call these functions "character-

istic functions."

Definition. Two elements, a and b, of a Boolean algebra are "disjoint" if

A(a,b)=0. Two elements a and b,of a vector lattice are "disjoint" if A ( | a \, \b\)
= 0.
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Ring property of ß

The space ß bears a closer resemblance to a space of point functions than

the general c-complete T^-space, for it admits the introduction of a multiplica-

tion and a raising of positive elements to powers, satisfying the usual laws.

Notation. We denote by ß+ the elements of ß which are ^0.

Definition. If f and g are elements of ß+, we define their product, h =fg, to

be the function

*(6 = {
i, £ < o,

V,>oA [/(p),«(f/p)], ¿ = 0,

where the least upper bound is formed with respect to any countable set of points,

p, dense in the set of positive real numbers.

As in the case of sums, the values of h(£) are independent of the dense set

chosen. Similarly we have

Theorem 1.7. 7//, gGß+, thenfg^Q+.

Proof is omitted.

Let us observe that if/ = 0, g^O, then a necessary and sufficient condition

that/g = 0 is that A(/ g) =0, that is,

A[/(0),g(0)]=0.

Definition. 7//G ß+ and if p is a positive real number, then g =f" is defined :

l/tt1'"), f = o.

We now state the following theorem about functions Gß+:

Theorem  1.8. 1. fg = gf, 2.  (fg)h=f(gh), 3. f(g+h)=fg+fh, 4. /0 = 0,
5.fi=f,6.ifa>0,(af)(g)=a(fg),7.f>'f>=fi>+«,forp>0,q>0,8.fr-gp = (fg)p,
for p>0, 9. iffg = 0, then (f+gy=fp+gp, 10. a" = a,for p>0, 11. V If", g>]
= [VCf, g)]", AUP, gp]=[A(f, g)]*, for p>0, 12. \yn(fn) = (Vnfny\ for p>0.

Proof is omitted.

Definition. For arbitrary elements of ß we define

fg = f+g++ f-g-- f+g~ - f~g+-

Lemma. (fg)+=f+g++f-g~, (fg)-=f+g-+f~g+-

Proof. The statement of the lemma is equivalent to stating

A (f+g+ + f-g-, f+g~ + f~g+) = 0,
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which is equivalent to saying

(f+g++ f-g~)(f+g-+ f-g+) = 0,

and by the distributive, associative, and commutative laws this is true be-

cause /+/_ = g+g~ = 0.

We are now in a position to state a theorem regarding multiplication of

arbitrary elements of ß:

Theorem 1.9. 1. fg=gf, 2. (fg)h=f(gh), 3. f(g+h) =fg+fh, 4./0 = 0,
5./-l=/, 6. (af)g=a(fg), 7. |/g| = |/| • | g\, 8. |a/| = |«| - |/|.

Proof is omitted.

Definition. 7// = 0, we define

1, Í < 0,

\a urn, a], Í ̂  0.
For arbitrary /Gß, we define

fa   -   (/+).   -   (/-)..

One could now prove such statements as the following:

(f+)a=(fa)+;   (/+g)a=/a+ga;  (fa)b = (fb)a =/a<<.,« \   (fg)* =}aga \

if/^0,/a= VnA(f, na). Results of this nature will be used after the notion of

integral has been introduced.

Definition. A function f (l) is "bounded above" if there exists an a such that

f(a) =0; /(0 is "bounded below" if there exists a ß such that f(ß) — 1 ; /(£) is

"bounded" if it is bounded above and bounded below.

Definition. A simple function is one which takes on only a finite number of

values. A super-simple function is a simple function which is greater than or

equal to zero and which takes on at most one value other than 0 and 1.

Theorem 1.10. Any positive simple function can be represented as a sum

of disjoint super-simple functions. Any simple function can be represented as a

linear combination of disjoint "characteristic functions."

Proof. We prove the first part. Let the given positive simple function be

f 1, { < 0,
ai,       0^í< o,,

H.Q
an, an_i ^ £ < an

10,       an á £.
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fl,

a2,

«({) =

5<0,

0  =   £  <  «2,

a„, a»-i ^ | < a„

0,       an = £;

1, Í < 0,

let - a»,   0 = £ < ai,

[o, ai SÉ;

and »(0=«(0+<(0- Then

/«      x / /*<Ö-   A [«2- <(£ - «i)J. • • ■ . A k, <($ - an)],
»(£) = Vs r

<.«(£), A L«(f - «i), oi — a2J,

and by direct comparison i>(£)=s(£) for all £. Therefore a positive function

with at most w + 2 values can be represented as the sum of a positive function

with at most w + 1 values and a super-simple function, for any positive in-

teger «. Induction completes the proof.

Given any two simple functions, s and t, we may write them as linear com-

binations of the same characteristic functions, that is, in the form

s = aiûi + • ■ • + anan,        t = ftûi + • ■ ■ + fta„.

Using the distributive laws, we can now write:

s + t=(ai + ßi)ai +••• + («„ + ft,)«*,

st = (ai/3i)ai + • • • + (anßn)a„.

Theorem 1.11. The simple functions of ß form an F-space possessing the

ring property.

Proof is omitted.

Since ß is a (r-complete vector lattice it admits the introduction of a limit

(cf. Birkhoff [8, chap. 2]), with respect to which we can state:

Theorem 1.12. The space of simple functions is dense, in the sense of this

limit, in the space ß.

Proof. Suppose/ = 0. Take any countable dense set of positive real num-

bers, p„, and letting 0<j3i< • ■ • <ßn be the rearrangement of pu ■ ■ ■ , Pn

according to magnitude, define

1, € < 0,

f(ßi),       0 ^ { < ft,

/-(Ö =
/(ft.),    ft.-!   ̂    Í   <  ft

0,       ft = i.
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Then /„ is an increasing sequence of simple functions and

V/n(£) = V/(p)=/(Ö.
» p>(

Finally, if/is an arbitrary function £ß, write/=/+— /-, and let Vng* =/+,

Vnh„ =/",/» = gn — hn. Then/« is a simple function, and

lim /„ = lim gn — lim hn = f+ — f- = f.

Theorem 1.13. Let f, g£ß+, and let sn and tn be simple functions £ß+. If

s, 1 f,t„ Î g, then sn+tn Î f+g and sjn î /g.

Proof. The first statement is proved by Birkhoff [8, p. 112]. The second

statement of the theorem follows from Lemma 1 preceding Theorem 1.2.

II. Extensions of spaces with element 1

Let F be a (r-complete vector lattice with element 1. As proved by

Freudenthal [l ], there is a subset B of elements of F, between 0 and 1, which

form a er-complete Boolean algebra, where the partial ordering of B is the

same as that of F. The subset B is defined as follows: an element e of F be-

longs to B if

A(e,l-e) = 0.

To an arbitrary element a oî F can be made to correspond an element of B,

namely the greatest lower bound of all elements of B which are greater than

or equal to A(l, a). This "inf" exists, since it can be computed as the count-

able "sup:"

00

e(a) = V A [(na)+, l].
n-l

The following relation holds for any element a of F: e(a)+e(—a) = 1.

Now let c be a fixed element of F. Then there is defined the function from

real numbers to elements of B :

f(o) = ea = e(c - a).

Freudenthal proves that c not only determines the function/(a), but that if

f(a) is given by an element c, it in turn determines c, by a Lebesgue-Stieltjes

integral representation.

Let ß be the space of functions, as defined in Chapter I, determined by 73.

Considering ß as a set of functions, we have

Theorem 2.1. If cÇ^F, and f(a) =e(c—a), then f(a)Eß.

Proof. We prove part two, observing first that the bounds indicated exist

because of the monotoneity of f(ot).
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Ad 2b: We establish first the inequality A(mc — mn, n)^c, where c^O,

and m and w are integers ^0. Represent the left side of the inequality by x.

Then x^n, and therefore —mn^—mx. Also x^mc — mn and therefore

x^mc — mx. That is, (m-\-l)x^mc^(m-\-i)c, or x^c, as was to be proved.

Now, since O^c,

V [A (mc — mn, «), O] g c,

or, by the distributive law for F,

A [V (tnc — mn, 0), »I ¿c.

Therefore for every m and « = 0

n A [m(c — n)+, l] = A [mn(c — n)+, n] á c,

and so for every « S:0

« V A [m(c — n)+, l] = ne(c — «) 5= c.
m=l

Therefore for any c and for every integer «2:0,

ne(c — n) 2á ne(c+ — n) ^ c+.

Letting e = A«e(c —«), we have «e^c+ for every w_0. But this implies that

e = 0.

Ad 2a: We state without proof that for any a>0:

e(- c) +e(c + a) = 1.

The proof is completed by application of part 2b, since for any positive num-

ber «: e( — c — n)+e(c + 2n) = 1.

Notation. If F is a a-complete F-space, if B is the Boolean algebra associ-

ated with F, and if ß is the space defined in terms of B, then denpte by <f> the sub-

set of ß consisting of all those functions which arise from elements of F by the

Freudenthal process. We shall denote this relationship:

p->iça.

The set $> may be a proper subset of ß. For example, let the original F

be the space Lp, p^l, on the unit interval. Then the Boolean algebra, B will

be the algebra of equivalent classes of measurable sets, reduced modulo sets

of measure zero. Let/(x) be a fixed element of Lp (c(E.F). Then ea will be the

equivalence class corresponding to

E[f(x) > a].
X

The space ß will correspond to the space of all measurable functions, and will

be a proper extension of F.
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Our problem now is to study the relation between the operations of the

space F and those of the space ß.

Theorem 2.2. The space ß is an extension of the space F. That is, the corre-

spondence between the elements of F and <p is an isomorphism with respect to

ordering, "sup," "inf," addition, and multiplication by real numbers.

Proof. We shall use the following notation: a, b, c, d(E.F; f, g, h, &£ß!

a—>/ means that/ is the function in i> corresponding to a in F. V»(a„) is the

V in F. Vn(/n) is the V in ß. (Similarly with A, addition, and multiplication

by real numbers.)

Lemma 1. Ordering is preserved.

If c—>/, d—>g, then c — d-*-f^g. From the Freudenthal integral representa-

tion we conclude that f fíg-^c = d. Combining these statements with the fact

that c=d<  >/ = g, we have

c <¿-«-»-/ < g.

Lemma 2. Suprema correspond. That is, if c„—>/„, and if \/ncn exists and is

equal to c, thenf = V'„/„ exists and

c-»f.

Since the c„ are bounded above in F, and since order is maintained by the

correspondence, the/„ are bounded above in <i>, and therefore in ß. Therefore

/= Vn/» exists in ß. It remains to be proved that

00 00 00

V   V A [m(cn - a)+, 1] = V A [w(V cn - «)+, 1].
n=l m=l m«=l n

Now

A [«(V Cn - a)+, l] = A[»V(Vi»- «, 0), 1]
71 71

= A[«VV(C-«,0),1] = A[V m(cn - a)+, I].
n n

By the distributive law the last expression is equal to

V A [m(cn - a)+, 1],
n

and proof is completed by application of the associative law.

Lemma 3. Finite ínfima correspond.

It is sufficient to prove this for two elements. With a simplification of the

notation, we wish to show that

A Í V A (nc+, 1), V A (nd+, l)} = v A [«(A (c, d))+, l].
n n n
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Because of the monotoneity of A(nc+, 1) and A(nd+, 1), the left side can be

written VnA{A(wc+, 1), A(nd+, 1)}. Application of the distributive law

completes the proof.

Lemma 4. 7/c—►/, — c-^g, thenf+gtO.

We wish to prove that for any a

CO

1 - V A [n(- a)+, lJSAVA [n(a + i/m)+, lj.
n m^l   n

The left side is equal to

00

A A [n V (a + 1/n, 0), 1].
n=l

For any m>0, and n^m:

A [n V (a + V», 0), 1] ^ A [» V (o + 1/», 0), 1],

and since the first term   j.   as« Î,

00

A A [n V (a + 1/n, 0), l] = A A [n V (a + 1/n, 0), l]
n-=l n>m

00

^ V A [»(a+ \/mY, 1].
IfI

This is true for every m, and therefore the left side is less than or equal to

00 00

A  VA [n(a+l/m)+, l].
ro=l   n«-l

Lemma 5. If a—>f, 2>—>g, a+b—>h, then h^f+g.

The problem is to show that

VA
P

f     00 oo \

\ V A [n(a - p)+, 1],  V A [«(6 + P - a)+, l]>
\ b=1 n-1 /

áVA [»(a + b - «)+, 1].
n=l

This will be accomplished if we can show that for any a and b

I      00 O0 \ OD

A     VA (na+, 1), V A («*+, l)\ SVA [»(a + 6)+, l].
V n=l n=l / n-1

Because of the monotoneity of A(«a+, 1) and A(nb+, 1) this relation can

be written
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00 00

V A [(na)+, (nb)+, l] = V A [(na + nb)>, 11.
n=l n=l

This will be proved if we can show that for any a and b

A(a+,b+,l) = A [(a + b)+, 1].

This is true since

A (a+, b+) = (a + b)+.

Proof of this statement is omitted.

Lemma 6. The zero elements of F and ß correspond.

Proof is omitted.

Lemma 7. Negatives of corresponding elements correspond.

Suppose c—yf, —c—>g. Then by Lemma 4, /+g2:0. But c+( — c) =0—»0,

and by Lemma 4, O^f+g. Therefore /+g = 0, or — c—> — /.

Lemma 8. Sums of corresponding elements correspond.

Let a—>/, 5—>g, a-\-b—*h. Then by Lemma 7,

- «-» -/, - b-+ - g, - a + (- b) - - (a + b) -* - h.

Therefore by Lemma 5, h^f+g, and — «è£(—/) + (— g) = — (/+g), so that

Lemma 9. ínfima correspond.

Suppose c„—>/„. Then — c„—>— /„. Consequently

V(-c)-*V(-/.)
n n

and

A (cn) - - V (- Cn) -* - V (- /.) - A (/n).
n n n n

Lemma 10. Multiplication by real numbers maintains correspondence.

Because of Lemma 7, and because multiplication by zero has already been

considered, we need prove this only for positive numbers. But this is simple

routine verification.

This completes the proof of Theorem 2.2.

If we apply the Freudenthal method of extracting a Boolean algebra from

a (T-complete F-space to the space ß, we shall obtain precisely the character-

istic functions. Therefore if we construct the space ß a second time, we ob-

tain no further extension. The space ß is a maximal extension.
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We have already seen that the zero elements of the spaces F and ß corre-

spond. The same is true of the elements 1. In fact, we can state

Theorem 2.3. The correspondence between the elements of the Boolean alge-

bra B and the characteristic functions of ß coincides with the correspondence be-

tween the elements of F and those of <J>.

Proof is omitted.

Our statement regarding a maximal extension for any <r-complete F-space

can now be worded :

Theorem 2.4. All spaces with the same Boolean algebra possess a common

extension having the same Boolean algebra.

Freudenthal [l] states without proof that if B is a ff-complete Boolean

algebra, then a o--complete F-space can be constructed having B as its Boolean

algebra. The statement is not made in terms of maximal extension, nor is the

ring property mentioned, although a space having the properties of ß was

undoubtedly intended. Whether the construction of this space was to be simi-

lar to the present one, or more on the order of that of Carathéodory, we do

not know.

III. The space M of bounded functions

We consider in this chapter the analogue of the space of bounded measur-

able functions. It is easy to see that if ß is a «r-complete F-space then the sub-

space M of bounded functions is also a cr-complete F-space. But it is also a

complete normed space. We introduce a norm first for the elements of M+.

Definition. 7//GA7+, ll/ll =l.u.b. {a} wheref(a)>0.

Lemma. 1. ||o|| =0. ///>0, ||/|| >0. 2. IfOSfúg, f\\ á||g||. 3. 7//^0,a>t0,
then \\af\\ =a\\f\\. 4. ///, g = 0, then ||/+g|| ^||/|| +\\g .

Proof is omitted.

Definition. For arbitrary /G M', \\f\\ =|| |/| ||.

Theorem 3.1. The space M is normed.

Proof. 1. 11/11 =0. ||/||=0-«->./ = 0. 2. ||/+g||= 11/11 +||g|
and the second is true by the lemma above and because

Theorem 3.2. The space M is complete.

. The first is trivial

/+i|s|/|+|«|.

Proof. We first establish a lemma, using the notation /„—*"/ to represent

(o)-convergence (cf. Birkhoff [8, chap. 2, §36]).

Lemma. If /„ is a sequence of elements of M+ such that (1) /„—>°0, (2)

IL/WJHO, then
\\/n\\  —» O.
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Proof of Lemma. By the assumption (2) above, given any ß>0, we can

find an N such that for n, m — N,

(/»  - U)(ß)   =VA \fn(P),   1   -Afm(-  ß +  P   -   Í/P) = o.

Because of the monotoneity of fm(— ß+p — 1/p) as a function of p,

A M- ß + P- í/p) =  A /»(- ß + p - 1/P) ^ /.(- 2ß + p),
p-i p>i/ß

and therefore for any p

A   [fn(p),   l-fm(~2ß + p)]   =0.

In particular we may choose p = 3ß, in which case we can state that for all

», m = N, A \j»(3ß), 1 -fm(ß)} =0. Therefore

oo l— co —1

V   A   [fn(3ß),  1   - fm(ß)]   =   A     fn(3ß),   1   -    Afm(ß)       =   0.
m>N L     ' m>N -i

But since Am>Nfm(ß) =0 by condition (1), fn(3ß) =0 for all n^N, and there-

fore ||/n|H0.
Before completing the proof of Theorem 3.2 we remark that, for an arbi-

trary sequence/» of elements of M,

ll/»||-*o-*-/»->«o
but the reverse implication is not true.

Assuming we have a sequence/„ of elements of M such that

H/.-/-II-0,
we wish to find an / in M such that

II/-MI-0.
Following the remark above, we can state that

fn-fm-»0,

and therefore, as proved by Kantorovitch [3], there exists an element/ of M

such that

/-/„ —0.

We shall prove that

ll/-/»H-*o-
Let F„ =/„—/• Then | F»|—>°0. And, since | F„ — Fm\ ^ | | F„| — | Fm\ |, we

have
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(i) |í;|-»of

(2) |||F,|-|Fm|||->0.
Therefore, by the preceding lemma,

111*111 -IWI -IIA-/Il-o.
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.2.

We have seen that convergence according to ordering does not imply con-

vergence according to the norm. Furthermore the space M need not be regu-

lar (cf. Kantorovitch [3]). For example, the space of bounded measurable

functions on the unit interval is not regular.

IV. The Av spaces

In this chapter we shall be concerned with a Boolean algebra B with a

completely additive bounded measure.

Definition, A Boolean algebra of type Bß is a a-complete Boolean algebra B

with a real-valued (measure) function p(a) defined for every element a of B and

such that

1. 0—p(a) — l for every a of B,

2. p.(a)=0-«-*-a=0,

3. *tt)-l,
4. if A(a, b)=0, p\J(a, b)=p(a)+p(b),

5. i/a„ I 0,pan I 0.

Remarks. 1. If a„ J, a,pa„ J, pa;H a„ f a,pan f pa. 2. If (oi, a2, • • • ) is any

non-empty countable set of elements of B, then

p V («i, a2, ■ ■ ■ ) ^ p(ax) + p(a2) + ■ ■ ■ .

If the elements are pairwise disjoint we have equality.

Theorem 4.1. A Boolean algebra B of type 73M is complete. In fact, if F is

any subset of B, then there is a countable subset F'ÇZF such that \/(F') = \/(F).

Proof is given by Wecken [7].

In this section we construct spaces similar to the Lebesgue 7> spaces and

belonging to the class of what Kantorovitch [3] calls spaces of type B2, which

we shall call normed 7£-spaces. They are defined:

Definition. A normed K-space is a a-complete K-space K with a norm ||/||

satisfying the following conditions for the elements of K+ :

1. ||0||=0; 11/11 >0i//>0;
2.||/+«||á|WI+l|«ll;
3. 11a/|| =a||/|| where a>0;

4. iff<g,then u/11 <||g||;
5. *//, i 0, then \\f„\\ i 0; *//„ î «, then ||/„|| î ».
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For arbitrary elements, the norm is given by

11/11 -II I/I II-
Definition. A normed F-space is a a-complete F-space, where the element 1

has norm equal to 1.

Definition. A space of type KP(FP), £ = 1, is a a-complete K-space

(F-space) such that A(f, g) = 0+\\f+g\\p = \\f\\v + \\i\\p-

We shall discover a close analogy between spaces of type Fp and the

Lebesgue Lp spaces. A similar problem, from the axiomatic viewpoint, has

been studied by Bohnenblust.

Let us reverse the direction of investigation for a moment and consider

the Boolean algebra of a space of type Fp, p^l, when the latter is given.

Define the function on the elements of B :

p(a) = || a|| p.

Then it is easily seen that the Boolean algebra is of type B„.

Returning to the main problem, let B be a Boolean algebra of type Bß,

and let ß be the space of functions on B. Let p be any fixed real number = 1,

and consider the elements of ß+.

Definition. If s is the simple function

s = aiai + • • • + a„aa,

whereaièO,i = l, 2, • ■ • , n, and A(di,a,:) =0,i?*j, then we define its integral:

f sdp = aipai + • • ■ + anpan,

and its norm:

\\s\\ = Il   s dp\      =  [aipai + ■ • • + anpan]     .

For an arbitrary/Gß+ we define the integral:

I fdp = sup <   I sdp >   for all simple functions s,        0 £ s & f.

If we denote by Mp the set of all /Gß4" such that ffpdp< <x, we can define

the norm of/, for any f(E.Mp:

= [JVf'.
In order to prove that this norm satisfies the necessary conditions, we

establish a number of lemmas:
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Lemma 1. 7/gGM", Og/^g, thenf^M* and ||/||^||g||.

Proof is trivial. In particular, every bounded function of ß+ belongs to Mp

for every ¿> = 1.

Lemma 2. If s and t are simple functions, 5:0, then

I   (s + i)dp =   I  sdp +  I  tdp,

\\s + t\\ = IHI +114
Proof rests on the fact that 5 and /, and therefore s+t, can be represented

as linear combinations, with non-negative coefficients, of the same set of pair-

wise disjoint characteristic functions. The second relation follows from an ap-

plication of Minkowski's inequality.

In order to extend these relations to arbitrary functions in Mp, we prove

Lemma 3. If \sn\ is an increasing sequence of positive simple functions

whose limit is the function f, then

I  sndp1   I fdp,

whether the limit be finite or infinite.

Proof. If 5 is any simple function such that O^s^f, and if cv>0, we wish

to find an « such that

I  sndp >   I sdp — a.

The method of obtaining n is straightforward.

From this lemma follows immediately:

Lemma 4. If fÇ.Mp, and if 0^5„ Î/, where sn are simple functions, then

| Mí WfW.Also   "
11/11 =sup{|H|}

for all simple functions s such that Q^s g/.

In the proof of Theorem 1.12 an increasing sequence of simple functions

was given having as limit a given function of ß+. From the form of those sim-

ple functions and from Lemma 3 we have

Lemma 5. 7//Gß+, then ffdp, finite or infinite, is equal to the least upper

bound of sums of the form :

aipf(ai) + (a2 — ai)pf(a2) + • • • + (a„ — a„_i)w/(a„),

where 0^ai= • • •  ^a,.
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Similarly we have

Lemma 6. If fG.Mp, then ||/||p is equal to the least upper bound of sums of

the form :

ctxpf(ax) + ■ ■ • + (a„ — a„-x)pf(an),

where 0^«i^ • • • =an.

Theorem 4.2. Iff, gGM", p^l, thenf+gGM" and

\\f+g\\=\\f\\+\\gl
Proof.   Let   0^s„ î/,   0 = t„îg.   Then   0^sn+tn \ f+g and   therefore

||í.+*.|| î||/+g||- But||j,4-/B||g||5n||+||í,||á||/||+||g|| for every n. The in-

equality follows.

Theorem 4.3. Iff, gGM\ thenf+g^M1 and \\f+g\\ =||/||+||g||.

Proof.   Let   0 — sn If,   0^tn Ig;   and   given   a>0, choose   n   so   that

ffdp<fsndp+a, fgdp<ftndp+a. Then

j (f + g)dp ^ f (sn + Qdp > J* fdp + f gdp - 2a.

The implied inequality combined with that of the previous theorem, gives the

desired equality.

Lemma. If A (a, b) =0, then

fa G M", fb G M" -«-*-/v(„.w G M"
and

||/v(a.6)||î,=   ||/a|h  +  ||/6||".

Proof. We may assume p = l, and proof follows from Theorem 4.3.

Theorem 4.4. If A(/> g)=0, then f, gGM" if and only iff+gGM", and

llz+gllHI/IKIklh
Proof. In the preceding lemma set a=/(0), b=g(0).

Definition. Let Ap be the subspace of ß consisting of allf such that |/| ÇiMp.

7//GA", we define the norm off:

11/11=111/111-
7//GA1, we define the integral off:

J fdp = j f+dp - j tdp.

Remarks. 1. Afp=[Ap]+, 2. if 1 ̂ p^q, A«eA".

?
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Theorem 4.5. ///, gGA1, /¿e«/+gGA\ and

f(f+g)dp = ffdp + fgdp.

Proof. Since |/+g| = |/| +|g|, Z+gGA1. Applying the additivity of the

integral for elements of [A1]-1- to the known equality (/+g)++/~~+g_ = (/+g)_

+/++g+, and rearranging terms, we have the desired relation:

j (f + g)+dp - j(/ + g)~dp = j f+dp - J f-dp + j g+dp - J g-dp.

We now state the fundamental theorem of this section :

Theorem 4.6. A" is a space of type Fp, p = 1.

Proof. 1. If /, gGA", then /+gGA", since |/+g| = |/| +|g| ; 2. if

/GA", a real, then o/GA*, since \af\ =\a\ \f\ ; 3. if /GA", then /+GA",
since/+^|/| ;4.if/^g^Ä,/,ÄGA", then gGA", since |g| ^h++f~; 5. ||l|| = 1.

Therefore A" is a <r-complete F-space. We now verify the five conditions

of the definition of a normed 7C-space.

Ad 1, 2, 3: Already proved, or trivial.

Ad 4: If Oá/<g, then 0^fp<gp, and therefore

ii/iip = //'</«- = y'.

Ad 5: We state without proof the lemma:

Lemma. 7//„ = 0, g = 0 are elements of a vector lattice, and if /„ J, , then

fn~A(fn,g)  Í   -

Assume that/„ j. 0, and that a is any number >0. We can find an N such

that/[/i-A(/i, N)]dp<a. Then for every «/[/„- A(/„, N)]dp<a. In order

to make ffndp<2a, we wish to find an n such that /A(/n, N)dp<a. An «

which will accomplish this will be any one such that

p[jn(a/2)] < a/2N.

Now assume that 0^/„ Î », and that ||/„|| =:M for every «. We shall ob-

tain a contradiction. Define

M) = V /„«).
n

Then /(£) must certainly belong to ß, or we easily obtain a contradiction.

Now form the sum, for O<0i< - • •  <ß„:

ßipf(ßi) + • • • + (ft - ft-i)p/(ft).
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Given a>0, choose kx, ■ ■ ■ , k„ such that

»[fM] > m[/(/3i)] - a/ßn,

p[fkM] > p[f(ßn)} - a/ßn.

Letting iV = max (kx, ■ • • , kn), we have

ßipf(ßl)  +■■■   +(ßn~  ßn-l)pf(ßn)

is less than

ßl[pfN(ßl)  + a/ßn]  +   ■  •   ■   +   (ßn  -  ßn-x)[pfN(ßn)  + <*/ßn]

=  ßxpfN(ßx)  +   ■■■   +   (ßn~ ßn-x)pfN(ßn)  + — ßn  =   M + «.
ßn

Therefore/GAP. (Contradiction.) This completes the proof of Theorem 4.6.

Remark. As proved by Kantorovitch [3], a normed 7£-space is regular, and

convergence according to the norm is the same as star-convergence. This

statement is therefore true for the Ap spaces. Let us observe also that the

simple functions are dense, in the sense of the norm, in Ap for every p^l.

Theorem 4.7. Every space of type Fp, p = 1, is isomorphic to the space Ap,

where the basic Boolean algebra of Ap is the Boolean algebra of Fp.

Proof. We have seen that the Boolean algebra of Fp is of type B„, and that

therefore the corresponding spaces ß and Ap can be constructed. As proved

in the second chapter, the space Fv is isomorphic to a subspace of ß. This sub-

space is precisely the space Ap. The isomorphism preserves norm. Details of

the proof are omitted.

V. Absolute continuity

In this chapter we shall study the space .4C of additive absolutely con-

tinuous real-valued functions defined on a Boolean algebra of type B„, and

set up an isomorphism between A C and A1.

Definition. A real-valued function, £(a), defined on the elements of a

Boolean algebra B, of type B^, is absolutely continuous if, given any a>0, there

exists a ß > 0 such that

p(a) <j8-Hf(a)l <«.

Definition. 7"Ae space A C is the space of all additive absolutely continuous

real-valued functions, £(a), defined on the elements of a Boolean algebra B of

type B», with the usual definitions of addition, multiplication by real numbers,

and ordering.

We shall show that AC is a space of type Fl by obtaining an isomorphism
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between AC and A1. First we set up a one-to-one correspondence between

AC+and [A1]+.

Definition. We define the integral of a function, /GA1, over an element of

the Boolean algebra B :

I fdp =  I fadp.

Definition : The transformation X is defined by the equation

MmXlfQO)

where/G [Al]+ and £(a) =fafdp. The transformation X is an integration opera-

tion. We say that £(a) is the indefinite integral off(%).

Theorem 5.1. Iff£[A']+, then X(f)EAC+.

Proof. Positiveness and finite additivity are easily verified. Let a>0, and

let/=/i+/2, where/i and/2 belong to [A1]"1",/! is bounded by N, and ¡fí/ip <a.

Then

/fdp <   I  fidp + a.
a J a

Now, if p(a) <N/a, we have £(a) =Jafdp<2a.

Theorem 5.2. Let ^(a)GAC+ and let a^O. Form the set Su consisting of

the zero of B and all a of B such that

0<ig a-M(ô) > ap(b).

Then Sa is a principal ideal. That is, if

a = \(a) = V (Sa)

then aGSa.

Proof. 1. If äiG-S«, a2^a¡, then a2GSa- 2. If ai, a2GSa, then V(oi. ai)GSa.

3. If ai, a2, ■ ■ ■ GSa, then V(oi, a», • • ■ )GSa. 4. If QQSa, then V(Q)GSa.
Ad 2: We may assume fli and a2 to be disjoint. Then if 0<ô:S V(ai, #2),

write b = W(bi, b2), where bx= A(b, ai), ¿>2=A(&, a2). Then £(M^«m(M.

£(b2) ^ap(b2), where the strict > relation must hold in at least one case since

not both ¿»1 and b2 can be zero. Therefore £(ft) >ap(b).

Ad 4: In a Boolean algebra of type Bß any "sup" can be reduced to a

countable one.

Definition. The transformation Y is defined by the equation

/(?) * F [{(a)]
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where £(a) G-4 C+ and

j     1,      £ < 0,
f{0 =  lV (Si), £ ̂  0.

TAe transformation Y is a differentiation operation. We say that /(£) is the de-

rivative of £(a).

Theorem 5.3. 7//G[Al]+, then Y[X(f)]=f. That is, the derivative of the

integral of a function /G [A1 ]+ is f.

Proof. Given any a^O, we wish to show:

l./(a)G5„.

2. a£5a-H0(a).

Ad 2: Assume there exists an a>0 such.that the inequality a^f(a) does

not hold, 0<b^a-*-fbfdp>ap(b). But if we take b = a— A [a, /(a)], then

0<0^a,and therefore Jbfdp>ap (b). This is absurd since/„(a) = A[b,f(a)] =0.

The case Sa = 0 is trivial.

Theorem 5.4. Let £(a) G-4 C+, a ^0, and let S„ be the principal ideal defined

above. If a = V (Sa), A (a, e) = 0, then £(c) ;T ap.(c).

Proof. Suppose 0 <c, A(a, c) =0, £(c) >ap.(¿).- Let /3„ | 0.

Let mi be the least upper bound of p(d) for all d <c such that £(d) ?¿ap(d).

Then mi>0. Find Cx such that

0 < ex < c,        £(ci) ^ ap(ci),        m(ci) > nix — ßx-

In general let m„>0 be the least upper bound of p(d) for all d such that

d<c — Cx— ■ ■ • — Cn-x', £(d)^ap(d). Pick c„ such that

0<cn<c — Cx— •■•— Cn-x,        £(c„) S aju(c„),        p(cn) > mn —ßn.

Regarding the measures, we must have mn^ßn_x, w^2. For suppose there

is an n such that »zn>|3„_i. Then find an element b <c — Cx— ■ ■ ■ — c„_i such

that p(b) >ßn-x and £(b)^ap(b). Then p(cn_x+b) >w„_i-/3„_1+/3„_i = w„_i.

But since c„_i+ô<c — Ci— ■ • • — c„_2, and £(c„_i-|-ô) ^aiu(c„_i+ö), we know

that p(cn-x+b) ^mn-x- (Contradiction.)

Form c' =\Jn~\Cn^c. Then by absolute continuity, £(c') ^ap(c'), and

therefore c' <c and £(c — c') >ap(c — c'). Therefore there exists a d such that

0<d<c-c', £(d)^ap(d).

Now choose an n such that ßn_x<p(d). Then mn<p(d). Therefore, since

d<c — Cx— ■ ■ ■ —Cn-x, p(d)^mn. (Contradiction.)

Theorem 5.5. If £(a)EAC+, thenf(0 = Y[£(a)]<E [Ax]+.

Proof. We shall first verify that/Gß+. It is sufficient to verify parts 1, 2b,

and 3 in the definition of ß.
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Ad 1: If 0=«<ft SßczSa,f(ß)^f(a).
Ad 2b: Suppose that for every « = 1, 2, • • •

V (Sn) = d > 0.

Then dQSn for every n, and therefore £(d)>np(d) for every ». But this is

absurd.

Ad 3 : We wish to prove that for any a ^ 0

00

V V (Sa+Vn) < V (So)
n—1

leads to a contradiction. Obviously the right side is >0. Let bn=\/(Sa)

- V(5a+i/»). Then bn | 6>0. Therefore £(&) >a,u(è). Pick an M such that £(&)

> (a + \/M)p(b). Then there exists an N> M such that {(6) > (a+l/Af)/*(M.

so that £(6jv)>(a+l/A0/i(&Ar). Since A [6at, V(^a+i/jv) ] = 0, the necessary con-

tradiction is provided by Theorem 5.4.

In verifying that /(£) G [A1]-1-, we shall prove more. Let a be an ar-

bitrary positive element of B, and, for an arbitrary set of real numbers,

ai<«2< • • • <ct„, form

aip A [a, f(ai)] + • ■ • + a» — (an-i)p A [a, /(«»)].

Defining 6¿= A [a, /(<*•)]> we can write this sum:

aip(bi — b2) + a2p(b2 — b3) + • • • + anp(bn).

Since &,- —&¿+i = &i^f(aa), we have £(6, —6,+i) ^a,Ai(6< —6<+i), where the equal-

ity holds only if 6, = 6,+i. Therefore the previous sum is less than or equal to

£(ii - b2) + {(6, - b3) + ■■ ■ + £(&„_i - 6„) + {(6„) = {(60 = {(«).

Therefore fafdp=ffadpíí£(a). The proof of the theorem is completed when

we set a — 1.

The last inequality above implies the

Lemma. If £(a)G^4C+, then X[F(£(a))]^£(a).

The inequality can be replaced by an equality:

Theorem 5.6. If £(a)EAC+, then X[F(£(a))] = £(a). That is, every addi-

tive absolutely continuous function {(a) ä; 0 is an integral. It is equal to the in-

tegral of its derivative.

Proof. We shall establish this theorem by means of lemmas:

Lemma 1. If h=fa, and if a^0, then h(a) = \/(Sa,a), where Sa,a is the

set consisting of zero and all positive elements c of B such that c^a, and

0<b^c-*-Z(b)>ap(b).

Proof is trivial.
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Lemma 2. Ifa^0,ß^0,then

ap[h(a) - h(a + ß)] = £[/*(«) - h(a + ß)] = (a + ß)p[h(a) - h(a + ß)].

Proof. The first inequality follows from the fact that h(a) — h(a+ß) ^¡h(a).

The second inequality is obvious if h(a+ß) =h(a). Assume h(a+ß) <h(a).

ThenO<h(a)-h(a+ß)^a, A [h(a)-h(a+ß), h(a+ß)] =0, and the inequal-

ity is a consequence of Theorem 5.4.

This result can be restated as

Lemma 3. If p>0, a = 0, then for O^ß^p,

0 ^ £[A(a) - h(a + ß)] - ap[h(ct) - h(a + ß)] ^ pp[h(a) - h(a + ß)].

Lemma 4. Let C=\/(Sa), A = V(Sa,«) = A(a, C). If A(A, b)=0, b^a,
then £(b)^ap(b).

Proof. Since A(A, b) = A(a, b, C) = A(b, C)=0, we can apply Theorem

5.4.

Lemma 5. Given p<0, we can find ax<a2< ■ ■ ■ <an such that

£(a) — [ctxph(ax) + •••+(«„ — a„-x)ph(an)] < 3p.

Proof. By Lemma 4, and since h(0) — \/(So,a), we have £[a — h(0)] =0, and

therefore we can pick «i such that

£(a) - £[A(«i)] < p.

Choose iV>ai such that %[h(N)]<p, and finally choose ai (as above)

<a2< ■ • ■ <a„ — N such that a, — a,_i<p, i = 2, ■ ■ ■ , n. Then

£(a) — [ctxp(h(ax) - h(a2)) + ■ ■ ■ + anph(an)]

= £[a - h(ax)] + £[Â(ai) - h(a2)] + ■■■ + í[h(an)]

— <xxp[h(ax) — h(a2)] — ■ ■ - — anph(an)

%p + p[p(h(ax) - h(a2)) + ■ ■ ■ + p(h(an_x) ~ h(a„))] + p

= 2p + p[p(h(ax) - h(an))]^ 3p.

This completes the proof of Theorem 5.6.

We shall now consider arbitrary elements of ^4C.

Theorem 5.7. Let £(a)G^4C, and let S be the set consisting of zero and all

positive elements a of B such that

0 < b ^ a->-t(b) > 0.

Then S is a principal ideal.

Proof. Proof is similar to that of Theorem 5.2.

Theorem 5.8. If A = V(S), A(c, A)=0, then £(c) =0.
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Proof is similar to that of Theorem 5.4.

As before, we can define Sa to be the set consisting of all elements of the

form A(fl. d) where d(E.S. Then Sa is also a principal ideal. We can also es-

tablish the

Lemma. Let C=V(S), A = \Z(Sa) = A(a, C). If A(A, b)=0, and b^a,
then {(6)=0.

Definition. Given any £(a)G^4C and any <xG73, let a+= \Z(Sa). (Then a+

is a function of {(a) and a.) Define £+(a), £-(a) :

{+(a) = e(o+),        {"(a) m - {(a - •+).

Theorem 5.9. If {(a) EA C, then £+(a) and {-(a) GA C and £+(a) = V [¿(a),

0(a)], {"(a) = V [-{(a), 0(a)].

Proof is omitted.

The space AC is therefore a vector lattice.

We proceed now to the establishment of the one-to-one correspondence

between the elements of A C and those of A1. We extend the definitions of X

and F:

Definition. Given any element /GA1, we define

{(a) - X(f) =- X(f+) - X(f-) m {i(a) - {2(a).

Given any element {(a) G^4 C, we define

AÖ - F [{(a)] - F[f+(a)] - F [{"(a) ]*/»(©-/*(©.

To prove that the transformations X and F are inverse, we must show

that {I(a) = {+(a), {2(a) = £"(*),/HO =/+(?), and/2(0 =/"(?); in other words,

that

A [{1(a),{2(a)] = A [/1(0,/2(í)] = 0.

Proof is omitted.

We have therefore a one-to-one correspondence between the elements of

AC and those of A1, and X^= Y, Y~l = X.

The transformation £(a)=X(f) can now be represented in general in the

form:

{(a) = J fdp.

Theorem 5.10. The transformations X and Y preserve addition, ordering,

and multiplication by real numbers. That is, X and Y are additive, homogeneous,

and positive :

X(af + ßg) = aXf + ßXg, Y (ok + ßp) = <*F{ + ßYp,
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f>0->-X(f) >0,

£(a) >0-*-Y[l(a)] > 0.

Proof. We need prove only: 1. fa(af+ßg)dp = afafdp+ßfagdp. 2. /^0

-*-fafdplàO, for every a. 3.f>0^~f„fdp>0, for some a. 4./not ^0->-fafdp<0,
for some a. Details of the proof are omitted.

This completes the proof that AC is a space of type F1, since it is iso-

morphic to A1. Conversely, every space of type Fl is isomorphic to a space of

absolutely continuous functions.

Remark. If a is an element of B, then the function of AC which corre-

sponds to the function a of A1 is the function

£(¿0 = p[A (a,b)].

VI. Concluding remarks

1. Regularity. Since a given Boolean algebra B determines and is deter-

mined by the corresponding space ß, we may wish to know the conditions

on B corresponding to the regularity conditions on Í2. A set of necessary and

sufficient conditions is contained in the

Definition. A regular Boolean algebra is a a-complete Boolean algebra B

which satisfies the further conditions :

1. If F is any subset of B, then \/(F) exists, and there is a countable subset

F'çz F such that

V (F') = V (F).

2. If an J, 0 as n ] <x>, a* | a„ as k Î <», then there exists a subsequence, a*",

such that

00 00

a v a: = 0.
n=l TTi=n

3. If a^,(n) i Oask Î <x>, for each m,n and al,(n) j Qasn Î t», for each m,k,

then there exists a subsequence, a$?(n), such that

00 00

A  V«l"(») =0.
n= 1 m= X

Remark. A regular Boolean algebra is obviously complete.

Theorem 6.1. A necessary and sufficient condition that Q be regular is that B '

be regular.

Proof is omitted.

We state, also without giving the proof:

Theorem 6.2. A Boolean algebra of type 73M is regular.
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We know therefore that the space of measurable functions on the unit in-

terval is regular, while the subspace of bounded functions is not.

2. Conjugate spaces. Riesz [10] has developed the theory of additive func-

tional defined on a "fundamental domain." Such a fundamental domain is

given by the positive and zero elements of any vector lattice. Riesz proves,

in different language, that the space of additive functionals, each bounded

above by a positive additive functional, defined on a vector lattice, is a ir-com-

plete vector lattice. If the underlying space is cr-complete we can restrict

ourselves to linear (continuous) functionals. In this case each functional is

automatically bounded above by a positive linear functional, and we can state

Theorem 6.3. The space of linear functionals on a cr-complete vector lattice

is a complete vector lattice.

Proof is omitted.

The notion of conjugate space becomes particularly interesting to us, be-

cause of the possibility of multiplying elements of ß, and because of the

Nikodym theorem, in the case of the Ap spaces. Following closely the methods

given by Banach [l 1 ] for the Lp spaces, we can prove the following theorems ;

Theorem 6.4. (Holder's inequality.) If fGAp, gGA«, l/p + \/q=l, then

fgGAK Iff, gS:0, then

Theorem 6.5. Every linear functional A(f) on Ap, p>\, is of the form

A(f)= jfgdp

where g G A«, l/p-\-l/q= 1, and the norm of g in A" is

M\ = Ml-
Theorem 6.6. Every linear functional A(f) on A1 is of the form

A(f)= f fgdp

where gGM, the space of bounded functions, and

y = \\a\-
These theorems apply immediately to any spaces of type Fp. Many other

theorems regarding Lp spaces, such as those concerned with weak conver-

gence (cf. Banach [11, p. 197]) can be carried over to the Ap spaces. Spaces

of the type defined by Orlicz [4] can also be extended to spaces on a Boolean

algebra of type 5„.
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